RAIC PRESENTS DAYS OF RUSSIAN
CULTURE. BRIGHT AND UNFORGETTABLE
FESTIVAL OF FRIENDSHIP, HOSPITALITY,
ART AND TRADITION.

RUSSIAN BALLET
If there is an art that can win all hearts, penetrate into
the depths of the human soul making it rejoice, celebrate
or cry, empathize, capture viewer’s thoughts absorbed by
the scene who ponders what he learned, what idea came
to his mind, what admired or what horrified him - that is the
art of classical dance, ballet.
Professional troupe of the Bolshoi Theatre Ballet and Stanislavsky
and Nemirovich-Danchenko Moscow Music Theatre, graduates
of the famous Russian ballet schools show a great contribution
of Russian culture to the world of art.

SILK AND WATERCOLOR
The triumph of color and flowers. It is a poetry, music and ...
a mystery. Canvas of great artists (Leon Bakst, Alexander
Benois, Filipp Malyavin, Anna Belyakova) are transferred
on the delicate silk creating a modern work of art.
Silk and watercolor soirees were of great success at the
Louvre (France), the Hermitage (Russia) and other countries.

FASHION
Women’s costume is a set of clearly defined individual
aesthetic vision and unbridled imagination. Tatiana Smirnova
has a mysterious talent, she animates anything that gets
in her hands. Every day completely new textures, pearly
iridescence of colours appear from patches of fabrics.
Tatyana Smirnova is a well-known fashion designer in Russia
and abroad whose work is connected with the “patchwork”
technique. She is a creator of the patchwork jewelry.
Tatyana’s works are presented in the All-Russia Museum
of Decorative, Applied and Folk Art (Moscow), in private
collections in Russia and abroad.

ELEGANCE IN WEAPONS
Masters of the “Russian Chamber” gallery create pieces
of jewelry out of contemporary bladed weapons made
of Damascus and high-alloyed steels. They recreate historical
bladed weapons and classic weapons technology.
Works of “Russian chamber” gallery are presented in major
Russian museums and private collections of famous figures
in politics, culture and business.

ART IN AMBER
Can an artist create out of sunlight? You will see this in the works
of Alexander Krylov, a master who recreated the famous Amber
Chamber. He makes masterpieces of amber, an unusual fairy-tale
material, creation of sunlight and a tree, lain for hundreds
of years in the sea.
His works are distinguished by organic plasticity, warmth
and color saturation of amber, depth and diversity of the artistic
image.
Like artists of the Renaissance Alexander manages to combine
harmoniously virtuosity of material handling with originality,
uniqueness and courage of creativity.

THE TRADITIONS OF RUSSIAN CUISINE
Speaking of traditional food we turn to the issues of cultural
heritage established and transmitted from generation
to generation in practices, procedures and rules of conduct.
These traditional values become practical ideals or patterns
according to which personality is formed. Food traditions have
been settling for centuries and continue to be in the living
process of creation and development.
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